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Annamaria Algieri advises clients operating in a number of sectors such as
pharmaceutical, design, fashion, food, automotive and entertainment. Her
activity include es trademark searches, drafting trademark clearance opinions,
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preparing and filing Italian, European, International and Foreign trademark
applications; responding to Patent and Trademark Office actions and
prosecution of European and International trademarks (including filing of
declaration of use and affidavit).
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She also handles opposition, revocation, cancellation and invalidity proceedings for trademarks at national, European and foreign level.
She assists clients in pre-contentious matters including drafting of cease and desist letters, negotiations and drafting of coexistence
agreement.
Furthermore, Annamaria focuses on customs monitoring of trademarks to check incoming goods and identify any infringement at the
national, EU and foreign customs authorities in order to prevent the import or re-export of suspected goods; she assists clients also with
thewell as filings before the SIAE.
Finally, she deals with filings of models before the EU.
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Before joining DLA Piper, Annamaria worked with leading Italian and international law firms.

Recognitions
Annamaria is mentioned by World Trademark Review among the most reputable Individuals in relation to prosecution and strategy.
“A heavyweight in the trademark space, DLA Piper's Milan contingent brings a wealth of international resources and impressive local
knowledge to the table. Something that differentiates it from a lot of other big players is its thriving filing and prosecution division – a
relative rarity among Italian law firms. A key player in its establishment has been Annamaria Algieri, who now heads up the unit.”
(WTR1000 2021)

Education
University of Calabria, Degree in Foreign Languages and Literatures

Memberships
Registered Italian and European Trademark and Design Attorney
Licensed to practice before the Italian Patent and Trademark Office and the Community Trademark and Design Office
AIPPI Memeber
INTA Member
AICIPI Member
INTA Trademark Administrators' Committee
Member of the Enhancement of IP Consultants Working Group of the Italian Industrial Property Consultants Institute
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